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CarolMa Power & l.ight Company

Brunswick Nuclear Project
P. O. Box 10425

Southport, N.C. 28461 0429

- February 28, 1991

FILE: 'B09 13510C 10Cfk50. 73.

SERIAL: BSEP/91-0092
,

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTN: Document-Control Desk.
Washington, D. C.' 20555

BRUNSWICK STEAM ELECTRIC PLANT UNIT 1
' DOCKET NO. 50 325
LICENSE NO. DPR 71
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On January 2, - 1991, during refueling reloading operations , fuel bundle LHC612 was
dropped when a momentary loss of power to the refuel grapple occurred when th+ 1 ndle
encountered resistance with the adjacent control blade as it was being loweret + = ,t o
core position 09-16. ahe-bundle fell approximately.127" into its core position
against the fuel support piece. No releases occurred as a result of this event. The
event investigation determined that a reversal of the grapple solenoid tir lines and
-grapple control switch resulted in-the grapple not being " fail-safe"'on locs of power.
The bundle dropped.as a result of the refuel grapple opening when the lundle load was
lost, concurrent with the loss of power to the grapple. The event investigation was
unable.to. determine whether the as-found configuration of the gropple v.4 from
original delivery or the result of modification of the assembly during i.iant
maintenance activities,

only the Unit i refuel grapple configuration was involved. Unit 2 was determined to
be properly configured vith respect to loss of power. Corrective actio1s include i

correcting the configuration, testing of other refuel grapples on both t' nits for
,

correct fail-safe loss of power configuration, revising procedures to ircorporate loss )
of~ power testing of the refuel grapple upon loss of load, inspectinu of the dropped j

,

bundle, the core position internals and related areas, and conduc*.ing design feat m
reviews of the Unit 1..and Unit 2 refuel bridges. The safety significance of the event

Iwas relative to the potential free fall of a fuel bundle on a loss of power concurnut
with a loss of load. A resulting bundle fall would be restricted to the length of the
fuel bundle, therefore, any resulting event would remalt bounded by the current FSAR !
analysis for c Refuel Accident.

,
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EVENT

Failure of testing procedures to appropriately detect a deficiency on the Unit
1 Refuel Bridge grapple with respect to failure mode of the refuel grapple on
loss of power.

H11TIAL CONDITIONS

Unit I was in Mode 5, Refueling. Fuel was being reloaded into the reactor vessel
per Fuel llandling Procedure (FH)-11, in preparation of completion of the current
refuel outage. Secondary containment and the Standby Gas Treatment System were
operable,

EVENT DESCRIPT.3N

On 1/2/91, at approximately 1440, during Step 306 of Fil 11, bundle LYG612 was
being loaded into core posi~ tion 09-16. The bundle was approximately 2 feet into
core position 09 26 when it encountered resistance against the top of its
adj acent control blade 1015, caasing the grapple load to be momentarily comoved.
At the same tine, a momentary loss of power also occurred. The bundle 7, hen

became dislodged from the grapple. The bundle fell approximately 127" into its
core position, with the nose piece of the fuel bundle entering thu mating surface
of the fuel support casting.

Immediately following the bundle drop, the P.efuel Floor Senior Reactor Operator
(SRO) notified the Control Room of the incident. The refuel bridge was
determined to be in a safe configuration, and was left "as is" to facilitate
investigation. Refuel floor personnel were evacuated per Abnormal Operating
Procedure (AOP)-7.0, Spent Fuel Damage. Radiation monitors associated with the
area were checked (roof vent monitor,-ARMS and CAMS), with no increases noted.
Chemistry was notified to initi a te sampling on the reactor coolant, llealth

Physics obtained air samples to verify that no releaso had occurred. On-call
management and the Resident NRC Inspector were notified. Once it was determined
that no releases had occurred, photographs of the refuel bridge were obtained to
further ensure preservation of the evidence. Access to the refuel bridge was
restricted, and the refueling floor Radiation Work Permit (RWP) was restricted
to ensure no entry into the refuel bridge area without Site Incident
Investigation Team (SIIT) authorization.

Initial assessment of the ~ ovent determined that the event did not meet the
reportability requirements of 10CFR50.72, nor were any Emergency Plan Emergency
Action Levels (EALs) exceeded. No radioactivity release was observed by
instrumentation or HP personnel and by water chemistry analysis. Fuel covement
was suspended at this time, pending investigation of the incident. At

approximately 1700 on 1/2/90, the Site Incident Investigation Team (SIIT) was
assembled to Investigate the event.

The cause of the bundle drop vac initially believed to be the result of a failure
of the grapple to remain closed following a loss of power which had occurred at
about tne same time that the fuel bundle encountered resistance z.= it was being
lowered into its core position. At 0910 on 1/3/91, the grapple essembly vendor,
General Electric, notified the Brunswick Plant that the correct failure mode of
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the grapple is such that the grapple remains in the closed position on a loss of
power. This is considered to be a design safety feature of the grapple assembly.
The event was thus considered to be reportable due to a failure of the grapple
acceptance testing to identify an installation deficiency as it applies to
safety.telated equipment. Therefore, this event was determined reportabic under
10CTR50.72(b)(1)(ii)(C), a condition not covered by the plant's operating or
emergency procedures, and a Red Phone report was made on 1/3/91 at 0959. In4

addition at approximately 080d on 1/4/91, af ter further inspection of the fuel
bundle, it was determined that damage to the bundle was in excess of $2,000.00.
Therefore, the event was also considered reportabic under 10CTR20.403(b)(4),
damar,e to property involving licensed material which causes damage in excess of
$2,000.00. A Red Phone report was made on 1/4/91 to fulfill the reporting
criteria of 10CFR20.403(b)(4).

EVENT 11NESTICATION

Initial review of the event by the SIIT centered on determining whether the event
was caused by personnel error. Written and oral interviews wea obtained from
the involved individuals. The followit# is an account of the SII'l Investigation.

SIIT llWESTICATIDH

As a result ed revi+w of the interviews and written statements, it was determined
that there v . nt- 1 cation that personnel error was involved with the actual4

drop; however, ?9i were indications that the grapple opened when the refuct
bridge temporari 40st power as the bundle encountered resistance while being
iowered into posiaon. The following is an account of the incidents leading up
to the dropping of bundle LYG612:

Four people were on the refuel bridge at the time of the incident:

CP6L Refuel Flcor SRO
GE Refuel Project Manager
CE fuel handler
GE spotter

Tuel Handling Operations were on Step 306 af FH 11, the controlling Fuel
Handling Procedure. The bundle in the Spent Fuel Pool to be carried to
the core (LYG612) was identified, the main grapple was positioned on the
bundle, and, following SRO concurrence, the bundle was latched by the fal
handler. The concurrence stop is used prior to all lifts and prior to
unlatching once in the core. The bundle was lifted and movement to the
core position was begun. Upon engagement of the bundle, the fuel handler
noted that the " slack cable" light was out, the " grapple close" light was
on, and the " hoist loaded" light on, as expected.

As bundle movement towards the core position was begun, the GE Refuel* Project Manager noted what he thought was a piece of foreign material on
the channel clip. Juel movement was halted, and further isr>estigation
determined that no foreign material was present. Movement of bundle
LYG612 was restarted, and the bundle was moved to the core position.

.

- - _ _ - _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _
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Upon positioning the bundle at the core coordinates, the bundle was
lowered at. full speed (approximately 20 fpm) to within several f eet of toe,

| core top guide. The fuel handler then all ned the bundle for initiali

| entry into core position 09 16, and proceeded to slowly lower the hundle
into the core. As the bundle entered the top 1;ulde, the fuel handler felt
the bundle touch the top guide and continue down through the grapple
telescoping mast intersection. The " mast faster" control was then moved ,

forward, increasing the bundle downward speed. At this time, the fuel j
handler felt 0,e bundle hit what felt to be a cont rol blade. At the same ,

'
time, the re bel trapple power went off. The bundle fell approxirnately
127" into core position 09 16. The fuel handler, thinking that the bundle

,

l was still engaged, had cicated the interf erence, and was continuing on its 1

' way .*own, pressed the " power on' button to restore power to the grapple.
The spotter then inf orined the fuel handler that the bundle had disenga6ed.

f rom the grapple, and had fallen into its core position. The bridge panel i
'

'

was not touched after that point. The crew inforined the cont rol room of 1
,

what had happened, and were told to leave the refuel bridge and cicar the
| refuel floor elevation of personnel.

Since initial SIIT review of the circumstances of the event noted that the
r pie may have opened on the loss of ower, troubleshootin was be un on the

assembly. pple on 1/2/91 at 1900, to con trm failure modes of
n 2 gra he refu 1 grapple

| Initial troubleshooting of the Unit 2 bridge grapple assembly was
begun to determ W the proper configuration of the refuel grapple, without
disturbing the '!n 1 grapple. The configuration of a refuel grappla, as*

demonstrated by at testing performed on the Unit 2 grapple, would result in a
loaded or unloadod grapple remaining closed on a loss of power, a " Pail Safe"
configuration; however, indicat.fons were t. hat the Unit 1 grapole assembly may
have failed in the open position upon loss of power. Trout >1eshooting was thus
begun on the Unit 1 grapple assembly by CP61.160 technicians, assisted by the CE
Refuel Project Manager.

Troubleshooting of the Unit I refuel grapple identified two problems:

1. The air hoses to the grapple solenoid valves were found reversed.
This would require she solenoid to be energized to close the
grapple. When the power was lost to the bridge, the grapple thus
failed open.

2. After the hoses were restored to their proper configuration, the
grapple operating switch was found to be rotated in its mounting
opposite from its intended configuration. The rotation of the

| switch in its mount compensated for the reversed air hoses. T'.is
condition was also corrected.

Further contact with GE confirined that the grapple coufiguration should be such
that the grapple would remain closed (safe position) on a loss of power to the
aolenoid with no load. The as-found configuration of the Brunswick plant Unit

to the grapplo; however,y would allow the grapple to come open on a loss of power
I refuel grapple assembl

because of a inechanical interlock provided between the
grapple hooks and a load lif ting ball when this type is loaded, the
grapple could only open if unloaded on a loss of power, grapple

t

,
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As bundle IJIG612 encountered resistance while being lowered, the grapple load was
,(momentarily lost. This load loss, coupled with the concurrent loss of power,

allowed the grapple to corne open and the bundle to drop. ;

on the intended failure mode of the grapple was confirmed, a Red Phone report
was mack on 1/3/91 at 0959, notifying the NRC of this event with respect to
10CTR50.72 (b)(1)(ii)(C), in that the grapple acceptance testing was not adequate 1

to identify an installation deficiency with the safety related grapple. |

Investigation into the cause of the power lons to the grapple continued. The
investigation of the power loss to the grapple determined that the power loss was
the result of tripping of the Hoist overload (110L) relay in the grapple
circuitry. Testing confirmed that the relay would periodically trip as the speed i

of the grapple is suddenly reduced from full speed (approximately 20 fptn) to a ,

'

lower or no speed.

Additional operational design safety features of the refuel bridge assembly were
reviewed to determine if current testint was adequate. As a result, a concern
was identified with the testing of the br{dge braking assembly. Although PT 18.1
tests the brake assembly, the assembly is actually liade up of 2 sets of brakes,
electrical and inechanical. The testing being pertirmed did not uniquely test
both the electrical and mechanical portions of the braking assembly,

The SIIT subsequently developed a Recovery Action Plan, to facilitate restart of
refuel operations (attached) . The Action Plan was presented to the plant Nuclear
Safety Comtnittee (pNSC), and approved. Upon completion of the Action plan item,
refuel operations were restarted on January 5, 1991.

CAUSE(S) OF THE EVENT

The event was caused by the reversing of the grapple assembly air lines an('
switch configuration at some point in t itre . Review of site preoperational

on thetesting documentation did not indicate any specific preoperational testing [,oss ofgrapple for a loss of power condition concurrent with a loss of load.
power testing performed with the grapple loaded would not indicate whether the
grapple would remain closed on loss of load due to the mechanical interlock
between the grapple and its load. Review of historien1 maintenance activities
on the refuel bridge grapple did not reveal sufficient information to determine
whether the as.found configuration of the switch and hoses may have been the
result of plant maintenance activities. The investigation was therefore unable
to conclude whether the as found configuration of the air line hoses and switch
mechanism was an originnt delivery condition, or the result of modifications to
the grapple assembly during plant maintenance activities.

Contributing / potential causes of this event have boon determined to be as
follows:

1. Acceptance testing of the grapple assembly failed to detect t.he
faibopen configuration of the grapple on loss of power.

2. Current design configuration documentation of the grapple handling
assembly / refuel bridge lacks sufficient detail. This may have
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contributed to the misconfiguration.

3. The power loss to the bridge is s.till being investigated. The power
loss was created when the stast was stopped suddenly from a maximum
speed of 20 fptn. At ustments have been made to tune the grapple
circuitry, which now imits the staxirnurn grapple lowering speed to 14
fpm. This action has teroporarily reduced the loss of power concern
vlth the grapple assembly.

4. The use of blanket work requests in the past on the refuel bridge
grapple has resulted in inadequate work document 9 tion being
maintained. This hampered the effort of the team in determining
pcssible instances where work on the grapple assembly may have
affected the grapple configuration.

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

$11T review of the immediate actions taken by the Control Roorn determined that
appropriate actions were taken; however, it was also noted that no immediate
response guidance for the Refuel Floor SRO is readily availabic that would
facilitate a prompt and adequate initial response, such as in the fuel Handling
Procedure (FH 11). An action item is being established for Operations to review
their procedures relative to providing immediate response guldance for a bundle
drop incident.

A recovery r.ction plan was established to facilitate restart of refuel
operations. This list (attached) was completed on 1/4/91. The utions deemed
necessary for refueling restart were as follows:

1. Revise PT 18.1 to include testing that the grapple remains closed
during a loss of power with no load.

2. Develop a Special Procedure for inspection of Unit 1 fuel cell 10
15, the dropped fuel bundle, and adjacent areas.

3. Ensure specir:1 pre. job briefings addressing the recent event, unique
aspects of the operation of the refuel bridge, correct response for'

loss of power events, and actions to minimir.c losses of power are
| conducted for Ur.it 1 refuel bridge operators, spotters, and test

directors.'

i 4. Perform revised PT 18.1 on Unit I refueling bridge to verify proper
operation.

5. Conduct independent checks of the electrical and mechanical brakes
on the refueling bridge during performance of PT 18.1 to ensure
proper operation.

6. Once the above items have been satisfactorily performed, obtain duty
manager approval to perform Special Procedure to remove the Unit 't

,

dropped fuel bundle and insper t for damage.I

|

|

|

|
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Special Procedure (SP) 91 01 was developed to inspect core cell internals,
related areas, and the dropped fuel bundle for possibic damage. Included in this
review were portions of adjacent control blades and exposed portions of adjacent
fuel bundles. The videotaped results of the inspection were reviewed by CP6L j

Technical Support engineers on site, Cp6L Nuclear Tuols Section engineers in
Raleigh, and Ceneral Electric (GE) representatives both on site and at the San
Jose Nuclear Engineering Facility. Engineering Evaluation Report (EER) 91 011
is being prepared to provide documentation of the results of the evaluation of
the video taping, and an evaluation for the continued operation of the core cell
internals following the dropped fuel bundle incident.
The dropped fuel bundle apparently impacted the fuel support piece in the ported
area where the fuel bundle seats. No damage was detected to the upper tie plate;
however, the bundle upper channel clips had broken and the channel had slipped
down approximately three inches. A rib on the nose piece of the lower tio plate
was bent. Fuel bundio LYG612 was removed from the reactor core and placed in the
spent fuel pool. The bundle will not be reused, although it may be moved to
accommodate future inspection plans.

Various areas of the two adjacent control blades exhibited areas of possible
contact with the dropped bundle. The indications appear to be superficial
contact marks and pose no operability concerns.

The fuel support piece exhibited slight damage in the area where the fuel bundle
seats. The damage appears to be insignificant. The impacted surface is a

sealing surface, and should not impair moderator flowseating surface, not a
through the fuel bundle.

Friction testing was performed on Control Rod 1015 which demonstrated that there
are no apparent interferences between the control rod, fuel support, and the
guide tube in the affected cell. Scram time testing on the control rod
successfully demonstrated control rod operability. Additionally, an Oscilloscope
Test was performed on control rod 10 15, indicating that there is no abnormal
drivo line friction for the .)ntrol rod. Successful completion of these tests
ensured that the safety related function of the control rod was rot adversely
affected by the dropped fuel bundle.

ADDITIONAL CORRECTIVS_ ACTIONS

Further correcrf ve actions have been determined necessary by the SIIT as a result
of this cvent. Attached is a list of these actions (SIIT RECOMMENDED CORRECTION
ACTION PLC),
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EL 6.CTION STATUS

~IIPElF
DVLDATE

1 Develop fuel load plan to address Complete
replacernent of dr opped fuel bundle.

2 Provide resolution for deficiencies Complete
identified from inspection of core
internals and dropped fuel bundle.

3 Complete investigation of the power Open
loss problem when operating the Unit I
refuel bridge at 20 rpm and recommend
corrective actions. 6/1/91

4 Establish controls to assure PT 18.1 Complete
and the electrical and mechanical brake
tests are performed on the Unit 2 Caution tags
refuel bridge prior to use. and Shift

Foreman
4

cicarance were i

developed.

5 Provide Operations with list of Complete
equipment to be tested, including fail-
safe condition, on Unit 1 and Unit 2
refuel bridces.

6 Establish controln to ensure the Complete
remaining grapplos/ tools on Unit 1 and
Unit 2 refuel bridges are tested prior
to use to ensure they fail safe on loss
of power and air

7 Verify power to sole + valves on Unit Complete
1 and Unit 2 refuel vrioges for the
frame mounted and monorall hoist Power deter-
grapples when they are disengaged, mined to be

correctly
c on f i r,ure d .

8 Revise appropriate procedures to Open
address testing requirements for Unit 1

~and Unit 2 refuel bridge equipment
identified by Item 8 5 9/1/91 |

,
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9 Ituplement short term actions to ensure Complete
refuel bridge repairs are properly
controlled and documented and that post Maintenance
maintenancs testing, shift foreman Notice issued.
review, LCO reviews, etc., are
performed.

10 Review the use of blanket maintenance Open
work orders tor refuel bridge repairs
to ensure work is properly controlled
and doeurnentet and that post-
maintenance testing, shift foreman 9/1/91
review, LCO reviews, etc., are
performed.

11 Provide Real Time Training to Open
appropriate Operations, Maintenance,
OM&M, and Technical Support personnel.

6/30/91
-

12 Parform 10cFR21 review of event. Complete

13 Initiate Nuclear Network entry for this Complete
event.

14 Request General Electric Co. to issue a Complet.c
RICSIL or SIL regarding this event.

15 Review preoperational test for Unit 1 Complete
refuel bridge to determine if grapple
operation fail safe feature was tested No pre-
for loss of power while unloaded, operhtional

testing of
fail safe
feature
identified.

16 Revise procedures to ensure electrical Open
and mechanical refuel bridge brakes are
independently tested. |

9/1/91 1

17 CE to conduct an independent review of Open
Maintenance and Operationn procedures"

for the refuel bridge to identify
recommended changes. Provide schedulo 4/1/91
for implementing required changts.

|
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18 Establish design features on air lines Open
for Unit 1 and Unit 2 refuel bridge
grapples such an:
a) color coding of air lines; 4/1/91
b) use of male and female

fittings;
c) use of leit and right

hand threaded fitt1nts.
19 1mplernent the design features Open

identified by item **18.

9/1/91
20 Conduct a design review o'. the Unit 1 Open

and Unit 2 refuel bridge <, including all
grapples and hoists to !dentify design
features, incorporate into system 9/1/91
doeurtents and design drawings, and
identify necessary changes to plant

grocedures/ drawings. _

'

21 As build the refuel bridges and Open
equipment. Verify as built
configuration conforms to design

_ features and requirements. 9/1/91

22 Generate electrical and mechanical Open
inter connection and layout drawings
for both Unit I and Unit 2 refuel
bridges based on the design review and )/1/91
as built information.

,

23 Develop or supplement an existing spen
System Description to include the
refuel bridges and associated
equipment. 7/31/91 l

1

24 Evaluate the need to revise Operations Open
procedures to incorporate guidance on
immediate actions to be taken following
a fuel bundle drop, such as clearing 4/11/91 |
the refueling floor, air and water

_
samples, etc.
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EY}$f ASSESSMENI

This event had saf ety significance in that the refuel grapple niay not have been ,

considerable length of timo; however,ple remaining closed on loss of power for a" Fail Safe" with respect to the grap I

the mechanical interlock betwoon the bundle
handle and grapple would ensure that the grapple remained closed on a loss of
power au long as the bundle was loaded on the grapple. This would mean that, if
at some point a grapple load would come to test, and the grapple would become
unloaded, in conjunction with a loss of power to the grapple assembly, the
grapple may lose the load, and the load free fall. The fall, however, would be
restricted to the length of the fuel bundle. Any resulting event would remain
bounded by the FSAR analysis for a Refueling Accident, which assumes a bundle
drop from a height of 32 feet, the maximum allowed by the refueling equipment.

No other LERs in the past $ years have been due to failure modes of refuel
grapples; however, other LERs in the past 3 years have involved failure triodes of
various equipment being configured dliferently t.han necessary for the intended
s a f e t-y function. These include LERs 1 90 08 (CBEAP System), 1 90 013 (CAD
System), 2 90 015, 1 89 019 (SW system), 1 88 032 (SBCT System), and 1 88 034
(Secondary Containment Dampers) . As a result, CP&L committed to the NRC, in the
Integrated Action Plan (IAP) Response to the Diagnostic Evaluation Team (DET)
report, to evaluate the past events and Safety System functional Inspection
(SSFI) results to determine the necessity of additional corrective actions. As
discussed with the NRC Region 11 in Atlanta in December,1990, CP6L has initiated
a Design Basis Reconstitullon project cn Safety Related systemt. Part of this
proj ec t is a verification of existing design to meet licensing basis
requirements. This project is considered necessary due to recommendations of the
SSII review, as well as recent events involving design deficiencies.

E1IS SYSTEM /COMfQNENT CODES __

SYSTEM / COMPONENT Ells CODE

Refuel Bridge Crapple DF/FMB/*
Secondary Containment JM
Standby Cas Trontment (SBCT) System BH

Fuel Bundle DB/*
Radiation Monitors IL
Grapple Solenoid Valve DF/FilB/PSV
Crapple Operating Switch DF/FMB/33
Brid e Assembly brakes DF/FMB/BRK6

* No E11S Component Code Available


